
 

 

Technically Speaking 

Automatic Trike Specialists 
 

The 1.5L 4-cylinder in-line engine with (VCT) together with its advanced constant variable 

transmission by Punch Powertrain, brings power to the road with unpresented smoothness. 

For those seeking the perfect travel experience and love diversity, this is it.   

Available in both performance versions 110hp (81kW) and 140hp (103kW) with turbocharger, the 

optional Power-Shifter on the handlebar (operated on demand in SP-Sport-Mode) delivers exciting 

corner devouring performance.  

Standard Inclusions: 

Engine: TOUROZ Trikes are all fitted with a 1.5 litre Mitsubishi 4A91na or 4a91Turbo electronic fuel 

injected 4-cylinder in-line engine.  

Transmission: Fitted with state-of-the-art Punch Powertrain (Belgium) Constant Variable 

Transmission (CVT) combined with the light weight Mitsubishi power system returns low emission 

with exciting fuel efficiency while producing impressive power and torque. Sports Performance 

mode puts 7-speed paddle shift control at your fingertips. 

Chassis: TOUROZ RF series chassis has a standard tubular frame and mid-mounted engine. The 

independent rear suspension with the Sportline springer frontend delivers handling like no other 

trike on the market. Fitted all round with world leading Bilstein gas adjustable shock absorbers 

further enhancing comfort and handling. 

 

Wheels:  Choose from 4 designs:   

Standard alloy Front tyres 180/55 ZR 17 alloy rim (5 J x 17), rear tyres are 255/45 ZR 17 in 

aluminium rim (8,5 J x 17) in silver 

Star design  Front tyre 200/55 ZR 17" alloy rim, rear tyres 295/35 ZR 18" alloy in SLC Chrome 

Front tyre 200/55 ZR 17" alloy rim, rear tyres 295/35 ZR 18" alloy rims in black 

Front tyre 200/55 ZR 17" alloy rim, rear tyres 335/30 ZR 18" alloy rims SLC chrome 

Front tyre 200/55 ZR 17" alloy rim, rear tyres 335/30 ZR 18" alloy rims in black 

R-Edition: Front tyre 200/55ZR 17" alloy rim, rear tyres 305/30 ZR 19" alloy rims SLC chrome 
Front tyre 200/55ZR 17" alloy rim, rear tyres 305/30 ZR 19" alloy rims in black 
Varnished allow rims “R-Edition” 

Style Wheels Front tyre 200/50 ZR 17" on three-part alloy rim and rear tyres 335/30 ZR 
18"on three-part alloy rims, polished 
Varnished centre star for three-part alloy "Style" rims 

 
Exhaust System: Sport exhaust system in stainless. 

Brake System: R-Edition two-circuit integral brake system fitted to all models as standard. ABS 

optional. 

 

Bodywork: Fibreglass reinforced plastic (GRP) with integrated boot. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Standard Colours: Ruby Red, Melon Yellow, Marine Blue, (Pure White only ST).  

Sport seats are black with Turbo brand lettering on the ATM turbo.  

 

Optional Colours: Twenty-nine different colour choices including body paint, rims, single-coat 

painting, double-coat painting, Special R-Edition colours, “Black Line” colour range, metallic colours, 

pearl effect colours, bi-colour Sport seats in black with Turbo lettering in body colour i.e. select your 

own colour. Upholstery colours include seven two-tone combinations.  

For more information please contact TOUROZ Trikes on 0411 602 048.  


